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Introduction
The ‘Now’ For The ‘Wow’

Meeting customers’ expectations for
secure and convenient money
management and creating a seamless
cardholder experience are two of the
most important considerations for all
financial institutions. How can banks
mitigate risks and costs while offering
new products and issue companion
cards while the customer is waiting at
the bank branch?
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What Is Instant Issuance?
Instant Issuance means that the payment card is issued and activated on the spot and
can be used immediately by the cardholder. Instant Issuance is a service that allows
banks to provide new or replacement debit or credit cards at a moment's notice.

What Is Full Instant
Issuance?
As in “Instant Issuance“ above, the payment card is issued and activated on the spot,
ready to be used by the client but Full Instant Issuance implies it is ‘instant’, but the
word 'full' indicates the personalisation of the card is done at the branch too. It means
the card gets programmed with data and secret keys. It also includes a visual
personalisation on the plastic level: the card's surface is marked with private data and
personal information specific to a given customer (i.e., customer's name, card
expiration date and for more modern cards, QR codes or ID pictures) onto the card
surface.
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Overview
Customer Satisfaction & Convenience

Deliver ‘Now’ For
A ‘Wow’ Customer
Experience
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Modern customers are more
demanding than ever: they
want their banking cards
'now'!

more and more attention from
banks. While the "instant issuance" of
a card is very convenient for the
customer, a bank's deployment of an
instant

Every customer had gone through

issuance

system

is

not

without high risks and costs.

the hoops of trying to get a
replacement bank card when an

When considering issuing cards on

original card was lost, stolen, or

branch level, banks need to consider

destroyed (eaten by a malicious

additional dimensions of complexity:

ATM), and every customer has asked

the management at branch level, the

the question, "why does it take so

need for new capital investment and,

long to get a card while other banks

last but not least, the increasing

can provide a replacement card 'on

security risks they face in a world

the spot'?"

where cost reduction, business focus
on core services and risk mitigation

In the banking world, "creating a card

are the current buzz words.

immediately on the spot" is better
known as "instant issuance" and gets
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97%
of customers are satisfied or
very satisfied with instant
issuance service.
Source: 2019 Harland Clarke Report

» When talking to a bank

department will tell everyone they

about Instant Issuance at a
branch level, the initial
enthusiasm is soon replaced
by a bitter conclusion: the
proposed
instant
issuing
solution is too complex, too
expensive, too heavy (i.e.,
requires too much effort to
support all the branches), too
risky to retain the mandatory
PCI certificate for VISA/MC and
other schemes, too difficult to
train people at the branch
level, too cumbersome to
reconcile the issued cards in
the system and hundreds of
other reasons.

need more people to support, Card

» The second question will be:

“Is there a way to reduce the
complexity, the investment,
the risk“ while retaining, as a
bank, full control over the
cards?
Implementing and rolling out a full
instant issuance system on the
branch level will make many
organisations scratch their hair. IT

006
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Management department will
explain they need more people and
software to manage the cards on
branch level, and the business
developers at the bank will show
how complex the system will
become when each branch can
create their cards on the fly.... but is
it all true?
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Sandra Rolens
VP Project Manager at ANB Bank

ANB Bank is
committed to
offering creative and
flexible solutions
that satisfy the
needs of our
customers. Instant
issuance adds
tremendous value to
our overall portfolio.
It allows us to
provide on-demand,
personalized
services to each and
every customer that
walks through our
doors.
007
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What Makes Instant Issuance Such A
Headache?
The Customer Expectations

02

I want my card ‘now’! Can the

there and then. Depending on the bank

banks manage this demand?
The emphasis is on 'want', 'my'
and 'now', and anything less
than that is not good enough...

employee, the customer will need to
enrol into a system and follow a process
to get his card. Once he gets his new
card and when examining it, the
customer will see some artwork, focus

The new generation of customers has

on the card hype (e.g.: Platinum card),

changed the mantra moving from

his name, the logo and then the rest

"this is cool, maybe I can get it" to "I

such as the the shiny chip, the 16-digit

want now what others already have".

number, the hologram and maybe the

They are conscient of branding and

CVV at the back of the card. For the new

personalisation. They want what they

generation of cards, the bank will

consume to reflect them as an

probably move the customer's focus on

individual and to represent their

the

values. They are impatient as well.

guarantees the freedom of using the

Customers have a tight schedule

card without physical contact) and the

dictated by their mobile phone. They

now

do not accept to lose time on what

changing the PIN code, the customer is

they

all set and can use their card

consider

trivial

things

like

waiting to get a bank card.

'contactless

generalised

symbol'

QR

code.

(which

After

immediately at the next shop. This is the
magic of instant card issuance, a

The following scenario reflects the

demand of today's bank customers.

new customer demand of 'now' at the
bank:

The ‘Now’ and the ‘my’ mantra with
personalization

key

» A customer walks into a bank branch

differentiators bringing a paradigm

and subscribes to a new service. He

shift

expects to receive a new payment card

Customers expect their bank to

immediately. He wants his cards to be

get their card immediatly.

issued and activated on the spot to use

08
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perception.
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» More than ever, banks are offering
this

47%
of instantly issued cards are
used within eight hours.
Source: 2019 Harland Clarke Report

“instant

card

losing customer trust.

issuance”

experience to their customers to stay

» Nowadays, customers expect to

ahead in this highly competitive

be treated as a unique client, and

landscape. Customers are brand-

therefore, they want a tailored card;

aware

finding

anything less is seen as a low-level

'personal' elements on their cards.

and

service and a reason to switch banks.

This awareness can be highlighted in

For banks, full instant card issuance

the following scenarios: Some banks

has become a must-have technology

provide full instant issuance services,

that enables them to attract and

allowing the customer to pick up a

retain customers through improved

new shiny platinum card with the

service and convenience. From a

client’s name on it, whereas other

customer perspective, full instant

banks just issue a standard card with

card issuance answers the emerging

no name or a card with a pre-printed

demands

name

together with full personalisation,

on

customer”).

appreciate

it

(such

Both

as

“valued

scenarios

are

for

high

value

cards

flexibility and on-demand excellence.

"instant", but the latter represents a

17%

fraction of the costs (but a high
hidden security risk) compared to the
first

option.

The

customers'

perceptions and experiences are very
of community bank CEOs
named instant issuance as the
technology they were
considering in 2020 to meet
operational needs.

distinct as the value propositions of

Source: Independent Banker’s

as their name is not even on the card

Community Bank CEO Outlook 2020
Survey

the two scenarios couldn't be more
different. Customers will perceive the
latter scenario as an embarrassment
that will be regarded as cheap. The
overall customer experience will be
disastrous and ultimately lead to
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The bank Constraints and How to
Mitigate The Perceived Hurdles

The surging demand for instant issuance, with cardholders
expecting their banks to offer this service on-site, presents
challenges for banks. As a result, banks are adopting
technology to enable them to issue cards to consumers onpremises instantly.

46%

Marketing and business development departments at the bank are constantly

of the top 50 U.S. banks and
credit unions by asset size have
adopted instant card issuance
technology.

2.1 What is the root of this pushback?

Source: Mercator Advisory Group, 2017

introducing new financial products around card programs, but they also get
some pushback from their IT department and vendors.

BANKING ACTIVITIES IMPACTED
BY CARD ISSUANCE
LOGISTICS

PERSONALISATION

10

CARD MANAGEMENT

CARD PRODUCTION
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Personalising cards is like 'printing
money', and a personalised card is
like 'money'.

Identifying what is complex for each

Assurance department are required .

domain impacted by card issuance is easy:
» Having a personalised card inside the
» People have many cards, and the bank

vault at the bank is of no use for the client,

needs to track each of their issued cards to

so there are logistic challenges to bring the

ensure transactions can go through, fraud

correct card to the right customer, inform

claims can be handled, and accounts can

the customer about his PIN, and activate

be reconciled.

the card for first use.

» Making cards is not trivial due to the

So is Instant Card Issuance complex? Yes!

quality levels required for artwork and by

Risky? Yes! Doable? Yes! But Banks reckon

ISO norms. Additionally, schemes impose

that Full Instant Card Issuance is not easy

rigorous requirements on how to handle

to implement and can only be done at a

cards.

high cost.

» If making a plastic card is not complex
enough, making the card unique is even
more complicated. Each card will receive
unique data and encryption keys. All this
information needs to end up inside the
card (either in the chip and the magstripe)
and on the card (e.g., embossed number,
indented

cardholder

name,

Etc.)

Additionally, as personalisation is similar
to "printing money", a very high level of
security as well as a diligent Quality
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Tina Giorgio
president and CEO of ICBA Bancard and vice chairman of TCM
Bank

It’s all about protecting
the cardholder data. If
you are instant issuing,
you should be using
qualified security
assessors. PCI is about
securing the data while
it’s at rest and in motion
and securing your
network.

12
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BANKING ACTIVITIES IMPACTED
BY CARD ISSUANCE
LOGISTICS

CARD MANAGEMENT

PERSONALISATION

CARD PRODUCTION

2.2 Killing two birds with one

on private cloud-based environments.

stone or how to reduce the
complexity of instant card
issuance

Today's solutions in the cloud (private and
restricted)

comply

with

the

security

requirements of PCI both on the logical
security level and on the operational level.

Between simplifying instant issuance and
reducing operational complexity, how can

Banks

banks achieve two conflicting goals?

infrastructure and are now embracing the

Both the software industry and the IT

new

world

went

through

a

are
IT

reevaluating
paradigm

their

such

as

legacy
SaaS

profound

architecture, firewalls in the cloud and the

metamorphosis. Offering software on a

possibility to distribute their card issuance

medium such as a CD is long gone, and

freely.

now product companies offer customers
to run their product software on their

Banks will have simpler logistics processes

"infrastructure" in their private cloud while

to take care of inactive (blank) cards when

their cloud provider handles the raw

transporting

computing.

production facility to their branches. The

In layman's terms, the customer gets the

simplified process will reduce the risk of

right to use the software running on

errors and handling and cards stored in

somebody else's infrastructure. No CD, no

the vault at the branch.

them

from

their

card

downloadable image but a simple login on
a browser on any hardware! Well known

This evolution allows the banks to attain

examples come from pioneers like Google

several goals:

Workspace and Microsoft 365®. Those
solutions are widely accepted on a

» Banks can focus on their product

business level.

campaigns and deliver their products

On the other hand, the IT business has

“instantly” to their clients through their

changed

branches (and later through self-service

dramatically

from

simple

computers to clusters of virtual machines

kiosks).

that are (or not) residing "on-premises or
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ADOPTION OF INSTANT
ISSUANCE BY FINANCIAL
INSTITUTIONS IN THE US
5,500
3,312

55% market
adoption

2017

2021

2,715

2016

» Banks do not need to acquire expensive
hardware and servers, do not have to
maintain and operate these heavy IT
infrastructures. Consequently, they have
the opportunity to reduce their direct and
indirect costs.
» Banks mitigate their risks and benefit
from reduced security risks and, therefore,
significantly reduced their costs.
» Banks can outsource data services to
third parties. By doing so, they are
furthermore
compliance

reducing
to

PCI,

risk,
and

elevating
decreasing

operational costs.
» Banks

modernise

their

internal

processes and workflows, allowing more
efficient

card

management

while

supporting "edge card delivery" anywhere
and anytime.
Notheless, to be successful, this evolution
will require the banks to embrace some
changes.
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PaaS & Partnerships
Personalisation-as-a-Service And The
Age of Bank-Third-Parties
Partnerships

Different options regarding instant issuance can be
confusing for banks that are considering whether to adopt a
new instant issuance program, continue one that is already
in place or even add a full instant issuance option.

03

Mature Issuance product offerings available by incumbent players are getting
challenged by small, agile and technology savvy companies who have no
constraints to be “backwards” compatible with existing systems. Their goal is
to deliver easy to deploy systems, easy to manage, easy to maintain and last
but not least, financially sane solutions for banks who want to establish (full)
instant issuance at their physical (and later virtual) branches.
A new generation of issuance products is using today’s technology, connecting
to the latest generation of personalisation machines (faster, smaller and less
complex than ever) and delivers the personalisation data in real-time to any
perso machine in the bank network. These solutions have more intuitive
interfaces, reducing production risks and making it possible for bank tellers to
initiate the issuance process from any branch while customers are waiting for
their cards.
The advantages are numerous for any bank: simple to manage, easy to
roll out to new locations as a copy and paste exercise (even for cardissuing kiosks), simple financial model supporting a managed growth of
the financial products (including virtual branches) while keeping the
business focus on instant delivery of bank services, including cards.
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SECURE MODERN INSTANT
ISSUANCE ARCHITECTURE
PCI COMPLIANT DATA CENTER

BANK BRANCH WITH OFFICE &
PCI COMPLIANT PERSO ROOM

PCI Compliant Data Center
Desktop &
Perso
Machine

Personalisation Data
Processing

Card

Counter /
Desk

Personalisation Files

Secure Communication

Secure Communication

Customer
Management
System

BANKING INFRASTRUCTURE

But what needs to be “Prepared” to

magstripe will be programmed, and

adopt

the cards will receive the graphical

such

a

new

generation

issuance product?

personalisation through the perso
machine supporting features like

The

above

chart

shows

an

environment for one branch. The

embossing, indenting and printing
of personalised data.

branch is connected to the central
office through a secure banking link.

» Deployment simplified
For each additional branch, only the

16

The branch receives blank cards

perso environment (software and

(secured but not active) to be used

hardware) needs to be "replicated"

to issue card products to its clients.

and the "branch" added into the

The cards will be "issued" instantly,

"issuance" network. Once integrated

and in this case, it will be a 'full'

into the network, the new branch can

personalisation meaning the chip will

initiate issuance and also deliver

receive

cards without delay.

personalised

data,

the
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Are physical bank branches a dying breed? The numbers suggest
that this is far from the truth. A report from Adobe published in
2020 showned that more than 75% of consumers still believe that
physical bank branches matter whilst at least 70% have visited a
physical branch at least once in the past month. Instead of
becoming obsolete, physical branches create a crucial channel that
can be managed via a secure personalisation-as-a-Service
operating system.

» Risk management made easy

Typically

New generation issuance suppliers who

described above, deployment times are

are operating the data centres will

measured in days and not in weeks,

enhance

using

lowering the costs of deployment and at

technologies to secure data on package

the same time reducing integration risks

level,

and system downtimes.

the

security

session-level

by

and

link-level

in

a

deployment

strategy

encryption to ensure data cannot be
copied and used to create cloned cards.
Issuing a card becomes a chained set of
actions similar to the blockchain where
each node checks the validity of the
request, furthermore lowering security
risks and eliminating malicious actions
initiated by potential hackers or viruses.

The “Spokes“ of
the new Instant
Issuance Model

On the management level, the bank
creates new "spokes" between their
gateway and the new branch and assigns
it seamlessly to the "full instant issuance"
service, managing all the "spokes" and
security of any data moving across these
spokes.
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Conclusion
Bringing Unrivalled Innovation To
Card Programmes By Putting The
Customer In Charge

A new generation of issuance solution suppliers is putting a lot of pressure on
banks to rethink their strategy on how they issue cards and how they address
the customers expectations of the 'right now'.
The appeal of the new generation solutions is manyfold for the banks:
» It is cheaper to run.
» It is cheaper to establish and less risky.
» It is cheaper to roll out with a reduced integration risk.
» It is cheaper to maintain (less infrastructure).
» It can do everything that an centralised solution can do but faster.
» It requires fewer resources (machines and people).
» It is highly secure without having all the headaches of maintaining all
aspects of PCI certifications and rules.
Young and digitalised banks see straight away how this will allow them to
compete directly with other banks through the "instant" service provisioning
(including cards) at a fraction of the cost and with a timeline that is 10 times
faster.
Incumbent banks are ready to move to a more digitalised world and looking at
solutions where new virtual branches can be established NOW and where
existing branches will receive more responsibilities to provide "instant"
banking services.
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If you have any questions about Instant Issuance
systems and smart rollouts, please do not hesitate to
contact us.
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